Why Choose Bitdefender

We are led by a vision to be the most trusted cybersecurity technology provider in the world, which means we constantly anticipate, innovate and go the extra mile.

SECURITY BEYOND THE EXPECTED

Bitdefender can detect and prevent security breaches before they even happen, so you can concentrate on doing better business. There are 500 million endpoints protected by Bitdefender from a security network that provides real-time feedback from around the globe. Securing the hybrid Infrastructure, we offer unique enterprise-grade solutions built from the ground up to secure virtual and physical hybrid distributed environments from a single console.

We empower performance through a seamless, modular, and infinitely scalable platform, GravityZone. The GravityZone platform is the only integrated security platform that unifies hardening, prevention, detection, response and services across endpoints, networks, email and cloud platforms.

We understand the complexities of business today, and we know what it takes to ensure world-class cybersecurity. Our solutions are tailored to your needs and built to empower, not detract, from your performance. Always learning, developing, and delivering. We are Bitdefender.

EMAIL SECURITY

FULL DISK ENCRYPTION

PATCH MANAGEMENT

MANAGED DETECTION AND RESPONSE

ENDPOINT PROTECTION

EDR

Bitdefender GravityZone product suite is a fully integrated solution, translating to ease of licensing for partners.

Supports all major Operating Systems, Virtualization Platforms, and Cloud Providers:

- VMWare
- Citrix
- Nutanix

Bitdefender has been providing superior breach protection for nearly 20 years backed by the largest threat intelligence center on the globe.

Bitdefender has the largest security-delivery infrastructure in the world with over 500 million machines protected in more than 150 countries.

The best performing VDI (virtual desktop infrastructure) protection in the market (LoginVSI tested).

More than 150 companies license Bitdefender technology. Bitdefender technologies are embedded in 40% of security provider solutions.

Real time and Alerts in SECONDS. Single agent, single console, offering ease of manageability and deployment.

Consistently rated #1 in independent testing for efficacy, performance and low false positives.
The rush to big data and digital transformation comes with an overwhelming market of security tools today. Meanwhile, cybersecurity jobs go unfilled and IoT points come online under-defended. So, what solves these problems while driving down costs? Bitdefender GravityZone.

GravityZone Endpoint Protection

Fight Cyberthreats with One Integrated Security Platform

The GravityZone platform is the only integrated security platform that unifies hardening, prevention, detection, response and services across endpoints, networks, email and cloud platforms. Easy to deploy and infinitely scalable, GravityZone simplifies security management for IT Staff providing visibility for all advanced threats. GravityZone combines multi-layered protection with proven machine learning, advanced heuristics, anti-ransomware, powerful anti-exploit, signatures, and firewall and device control. To find out more and view the different versions and options for the GravityZone Platform:

https://www.bitdefender.com/business/

Email Security

Stop Email Fraud Before it Succeeds

Our new social reality means new attack opportunities for hackers, who have found ways to capitalize on scams and phishing attempts to steal usernames, passwords, credit card numbers, money and time. Bitdefender’s GravityZone Email Security can combat these increased threats.

GravityZone is a multi-layered cloud-based email security solution that offers complete business email protection which goes beyond traditional threats—stopping modern, targeted and sophisticated email attacks including Business Email Compromise (BEC), CEO fraud and many of the new attacks that are on the rise.


MDR Services

Achieve Superior Security Outcomes

With many businesses struggling to protect their assets and networks in the face of increasingly complex and mutable technology environments and more sophisticated attacks, the Bitdefender Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service pairs our award-winning detection and prevention engines with a modern 24x7 security operation staffed by world-class expertise to hunt, identify and eradicate adversaries.

MDR services identify and limit the impact of security incidents within a customer’s environment. This service leverages 24/7 monitoring, technologies deployed at the host and network layers, advanced analytics, threat intelligence, and human expertise in incident investigation to remove threat actors from customer environments.


Network Security

Detect Any Breach on Any Network Device

Bitdefender Network Traffic Security Analytics (NTSA) detects advanced attacks in real-time, provides threat context, and triggers autonomous incident response. NTSA uses a combination of machine learning and behavior analytics with insights from Bitdefender’s cloud threat intelligence, consisting of 500 million sensors globally to detect threats for all entities, managed or unmanaged, for encrypted or un-encrypted network traffic.

Bitdefender’s NTSA can significantly reduce alert fatigue with our “IntelliTriage” feature which details the nature of threats detected.


www.bitdefender.com